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Project overview
The product:
Sunshine Park is an amusement park located on the coast
of California. Sunshine Park’s goal is to deliver snacks to
their park guests via an easy-to-use mobile app. Sunshine
Park has a variety of snack locations within the park,
selling everything from popcorn to hot dogs to cotton
candy! Sunshine Park’s target audience is any of their park
guests who would like to reserve more time for rides by
limiting their time waiting for snacks.

Project duration:
December 2021- March 2022

Project overview

The problem:

The goal:

Park guests want to optimize their ride time by
using a mobile app to order their snacks so they
can reduce the time they spend waiting to get
food.

The goal is to design a mobile app that allows
park guests the ability to optimize their park
time by being able to use their smart phones to
customize, order, and save their park snacks.
They will also be able to choose a delivery/
pick-up option and track their
delivery. Effectiveness will be measured by
evaluating how many guests use the app to
order their food as well as the feedback
received from the guests.

Project overview

My role:

Responsibilities:

UX designer designing a mobile app for Sunshine

Conducting interviews, paper and digital

Park’s snack delivery service.

wireframing, low and high-fidelity prototyping,
conducting usability studies, accounting for
accessibility, and iterating on designs.

Understanding
the user

●

User research

●

Personas

●

Problem statements

●

User journey maps

User research: Summary

I conducted user research through user interviews and a competitive audit.
I interviewed 5 individuals, and discovered that the users were interested in the ease of use for the park’s
snack delivery app, wanted to have items delivered to them and be able to customize the items, but also
wanted to have a pick-up option. The users were also interested in learning about wait times for the snack
locations. I also better understood their pain points.
The competitive audit was a good tool to help me understand how SP’s competitors offer ordering and
delivery services. I was also able to do an audit of their UX and visual designs, which was helpful for me to
figure out what works and what doesn’t and what to apply to the design of this mobile app.

User research: Competitive Audit Report
I created a competitive audit report by looking at 4 direct

Competitors I researched:

and indirect competitors.

• Instacart
• Disney Parks

I investigated general information, first impressions, UX,

• Amazon Fresh

visual design, and content for each competitor.

• Six Flags

User research: Pain points

1

2

3

Customization

Time

Ease of Use

User would like to be able
to customize snack items,
have the app be aware of
their allergies and
preferences, and be able
to save orders for future
use.

Park guests have full days when
they go to Sunshine Park! Having
food delivered to them allows for
more time on park rides and
improves the quality of their visit.
Wait times are a big concern.

App needs to be simple and
easy to use to avoid delays
and frustrations. Ordering,
payment, and delivery are
biggest concerns. Hitting a
button “when ready to eat”
is ideal.

Persona: Kirk
Problem statement:

Kirk is a college student who
wants to make the most of his
time at Sunshine Park by
eliminating wait times to get
food.

User journey map
Persona: Kirk
Goal: Kirk’s goal is to be able to order food from a snack bar that allows customized options and a future delivery button.

Mapping Kirk’s user journey

Action

Chooses Snack Bar

Checks Delivery
times for Snack Bar

Browses Menu of
Snack Bar

Orders +Pays for
Food on Snack Bar
app

Waits for Delivery

shows that he would like an

Task List

A. Opens
SmartPhone
B. Selects App
C. Selects Snack
Bar of Choice

A. Checks to see
which Snack Bars
have longer/shorter
wait times before
selecting snack bar
B. Chooses shortest
delivery time

A. Opens menu
B. Menu is
categorized
C. Add items to cart

A. Pays for order
B. Selects park
location for items to
be delivered
C. Receives
confirmation of
order and delivery
time

A. Arrives at
delivery spot
B. Checks time
C. Checks app to
see delivery status.
D. Receives snack
food.

Feeling Adjective

Excited
Hungry
Confusion with
where to eat at the
park

Anxiety
Frustration
Disappointment

Wants options
Needs ease of
selection

Wants to have order
completed and
option to have order
delivered to him
anytime after that

Patience/
Impatience
Hunger
Anticipation

Improvement
Opportunities

Can use location in
park to show where
nearest snack bars
are

Can show all snack
bars and wait times
so that the shortest
wait time can be
chosen

Make sure menu
items have
customizable
features

Allow option to pay
for order, but then
add button for when
you want it
delivered.

Delivery drop-off
points in park to
ensure timely
delivery

easy to use app that he can
personalize and be able to
access whenever he’s ready
to enjoy a snack at the park.

Item can be save
for future orders

Starting
the design

●

Paper wireframes

●

Digital wireframes

●

Low-fidelity prototype

●

Usability studies

Paper wireframes
I completed paper wireframes for the
initial stages of designing this app.
By quickly moving on paper using
pencil, I was able to get ideas out
fast, improve upon ideas, and focus
on the journey through the app. I
kept pain points in mind as I
designed the app so I could
eliminate them.

• User snack customization

Digital wireframes
The next step I took was to create
digital wireframes. It was important that I
refer back to the user research I had
done when creating these wireframes.
Below are examples of some, but not
all, user pain points I incorporated:

• User options for delivery and pick-up

• User option for “Deliver pre-paid order now”

Low-fidelity prototype
I created a LoFi prototype in Figma and
connected all of the screens together so I
could test out user flows and perform a
usability study.

View LoFi Prototype on Figma

Usability study: Process
I created a UX Research study plan,
in which I focused on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Research questions
KPIs
Methodology
Participants
Script

Through an unmoderated usability
study, I studied the usability of the app
through five different participants.

Usability study: Process
Through an unmoderated usability study, I
studied the usability of the app through five
different participants.
I listed prompts for the users to follow and
then observed and collected information on:
-click path
-observations
-quotes
-task completion (from 1-3)
I then sorted out the data collected using
jam board.

Usability study: Findings
I conducted one round of
usability studies and collected
quite a bit of useful information.
There was some data that I felt I
needed to act on immediately
(P0, P1) and other data that
could wait (save for P2, P3 and
beyond), as this data contained
extraneous suggestions (see
finding point #2).

1

Users stated wording was often not clear and
made suggestions to change wording.

2

Users had a lot of suggestions for extra things
to add that they’ve seen and are accustomed
to in other apps of a similar nature.

3

Map of park was not clear or easy to find.

4

Remove search bar on search page because
there are too many search features.

5

When signing up, have two fields for password
entry for verification.

Refining
the design

●

Mockups

●

High-fidelity prototype

●

Accessibility

Mockups
After I completed the usability studies, I took the
information I gathered and applied it to the
design of the app.
Here it can be seen that:
• The wording of “Park Favorites” was changed
to “Favorite Park Snacks”
• “Pre-paid orders” was changed to “Used saved
order”
• “Order Now” was changed to “My current
order”
• The different ways to search are more clear

Before usability studies:

After usability studies:

High-fidelity prototype
The Hi-Fi prototype I
created incorporates better
verbiage, an easier to
navigate user flow, and a
clean and simple design.
There is continuity
throughout the app in
design choices.

View HiFi Prototype on Figma

Accessibility considerations
1

2

3

Used contrast in
buttons and text.

Used a variety of icons
to assist with
navigation.

Images and
illustrations

Initially, buttons had a
yellow outline, but were
changed to dark blue and
then gray to increase
contrast for those who
have a visual impairment. I
also made sure there was
a high contrast between
text and background.

I used a variety of familiar
icons to assist with
navigation. For example,
the 3 horizontal lines at the
bottom of the page
indication direction toward
the app’s menu.

I used images and
illustrations for food
items alongside word
descriptions. I initially
only had word
descriptions for the
items.

Going forward

●

Takeaways

●

Next steps

Takeaways

Impact:

What I learned:

This mobile app allows users the option to order

This was the first app I’ve ever created, and I

snacks online to be delivered to them or to be

learned so much about the importance of user

picked up so they can skip the snack lines and

research at multiple stages and how to create an

have more time for rides.

accessible design. I also learned how important it
is to keep iterating and testing.

Next steps
1
Conduct another usability
study to continue to identify
areas of improvement and
pain points.

2
Work on finalizing UI of
mobile app.

Let’s connect!

Thank you for hoping on this “ride” with me to review the mobile app I designed for
Sunshine Park’s snack delivery system! I appreciate your time and feedback.
If you’d like to get in touch, please reach out to me here:
Email: katiezeitler@gmail.com
Website: www.katiegoggles.com

Thank you!

